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When Spain’s coronavirus lockdown end-
ed in late June, one thing was at the
top of Teresa Silvi’s priority list - to sell

her apartment and find somewhere more suit-
able for her family to live now they were spend-
ing far more time at home. Three months of
remote working with a toddler and a husband
was a challenge, especially given the lack of
dedicated workspace, the university researcher
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “I can’t
concentrate if I see toys or dirty dishes lying
around. It is really important to be able to carve
out a working space so you can have your own
separate identities,” said Silvi, who lives in
Barcelona’s upscale Sant Antoni neighborhood.
“When my baby was crying, I just had to sit
there with these noise-cancelling headphones
on trying to work.”

As city dwellers around the globe rethink
how they want to live following months of lock-
down, architects are reflecting on how flats can
be redesigned to suit remote working, for
instance, with sliding walls and hideable office
space. “If people now are going to be able to
work from home on a far more regular basis
they need to have the ability to have a real work-
life space and structure at home,” said Greg
Verabian, design director at architecture firm
HKS in Los Angeles. “I don’t think you feel com-
fortable sitting in your kitchen all day long taking
conference calls,” he said in a phone interview.

Silvi said her family wants an open-plan
home with flexible areas that can be closed off
or opened up, to serve as office space or play-
rooms, depending on their needs that day. It is
important to make apartments more adaptable,
especially for families and people living in medi-
um or high-density blocks, said Andre
Brumfield, a Chicago-based director at global
design firm Gensler. “Flexibility is key, especial-
ly for multi-family units. The question is how can
you allow a family to be together but also have
their moments of refuge on their own within that
unit,” he said.

‘Every inch is utilized’
HKS is trying to blend the technology and

structure of the office environment into apart-
ments without increasing square footage, to
keep the price down, Verabian explained. The
firm’s new designs include a height-adjustable
workspace that can be used variously by an
adult working, a child playing or a teenager
doing homework. It has a storage area beneath
and the option to conceal the desk behind
moveable panels at the end of the day. The pro-
totypes were in part inspired by Japanese
apartments where “every inch of space is
utilised”, he said.

French-Moroccan architectural design prac-
tice Studio Belem has taken the concept of flexi-
ble spaces further, with sliding panels instead of
walls and integrated furniture systems to make
living as fluid as possible. Their “aula modula”
apartment block concept is aimed at young
families and flatshares, where the number of
inhabitants may vary, said Edouard Bettencourt,
one of the firm’s co-founders. “There are no cor-
ridors, as this is wasted space,” he said. “The
bedrooms are all set next to each other. You
use slidable panels, which can completely open
or close rooms as you like.”

A room could be used as a yoga space or a
children’s playroom in the morning, then turned
into a bedroom at night, or a living room could
be enlarged by sliding back the doors of a bed-
room, if guests are coming for dinner, he said.
Although initially designed for Paris, the concept
would work in any city and the firm is currently
adapting it for Morocco, said Bettencourt. “We
would need to analyze the context of the place
and the way that people live there, but this mod-
el can be modified and that’s actually part of the
concept,” he said.

While wealthier city dwellers rethink home liv-
ing, cities in both the developed and develop-
ing world are grappling with a dire shortage of
affordable housing. For example, a surge of
coronavirus cases in foreign-worker dormitories
across Singapore and in the slums of India has
drawn attention to the squalid housing condi-
tions of migrant laborers. “The pandemic has
exposed the growing gap in wealth inequality
globally, but it has always being difficult balanc-
ing design, policy and market forces in building
affordable housing,” said Brumfield.

Bringing outside in
Spanish architecture firm Estudio Lamela

unveiled a post-pandemic apartment prototype
in June based around six concepts: air, light,
greenery, safety, connectivity and flexibility. The
design removes all unnecessary doors and
walls, and the rooms are placed in a line, to cut
down on unused space, improve ventilation and
let in as much light as possible. These light and
plant-filled apartments aim to bridge the gap
between interior and exterior for city dwellers
deprived of outdoor space, the firm said on its
website. “The concept is fairly experimental...
and all about well-being. I think these elements
will be incorporated into apartments little by lit-
tle,” said Carlos Lamela, a leading Spanish
architect and owner of the firm.

The pandemic will have a lasting impact on
residential building design, he added, with flats
evolving to feel closer to nature - but not imme-
diately. “There will be a very gradual revolution,”
he said. “The pandemic has given us time to
reflect and mature, and accelerate these
changes, like more outdoor space, fresh air and
natural elements.” For example, balconies have
become more important than ever, said
Verabian at HKS. —AFP

“We need at least 100 charter flights a
day,” says Plamen Kopchev, head of
the hotel owners’ association in

Bulgaria’s mammoth Black Sea resort of Sunny
Beach, laid waste by the coronavirus pandemic. But
the trouble is, only a fraction of those flights have
been arriving, a disaster for a resort Kopchev
explains “is made for mass tourism”-a model that
some Bulgarians have long been questioning and
which now lies in tatters. Bulgaria is the poorest
country in the European Union and will be dealt a
body blow by the virtual collapse of its tourism sec-
tor, which accounts for 12 percent of annual eco-
nomic output.

Initially, Bulgaria managed to control its infection
numbers but after easing its lockdown comparatively
early, it has found itself in the midst of a fresh spike.
With more than 12,000 infected and a peak of 330
new cases a day in late July, the country has been
hit with travel restrictions from several western
European countries. The British tourists who would
normally be thronging the fine golden sands are
nowhere to be seen, while the occasional Czech,
Polish or Romanian family scurries to the beach
through the deserted alleys or enjoy having a hotel
pool to themselves.

Rows and rows of sunbeds and umbrellas lie

empty while hawkers selling inflatable flamingos and
other beach must-haves wait idly by. “Our turnover is
down 90 percent from last year, there are simply no
foreigners and Bulgarian visitors are few,” beach bar
manager Nedelin Yankov, 37, told AFP. “Our bar is
open and that’s fine with us even if the hotel is only
15 percent full,” said Czech teacher Lenka
Svobodova, 35, who ventured on holiday with three
friends.

‘Years of turbulence’ 
The government has tried to tackle the crisis by

launching a campaign to encourage Bulgarians to
holiday at home. In addition, the tourism ministry
decided to subsidize charter flights and allow in
tourists with a negative virus PCR test from several
neighboring non-EU countries, as well as from Israel
and Kuwait.  But those efforts seem to have largely
been in vain. Figures from Burgas airport, which
services Sunny Beach, show a 98 percent drop in
charter flights in June, followed by 87 percent in July
when fewer than 400 out of an expected 2,800
planes arrived.  There is little hope the numbers will
pick up for the rest of the season.

The collapse is unprecedented and “tragic” says
Kopchev, adding: “None of us ever imagined any-
thing like this could befall us.” He says that of Sunny
Beach’s more than 150 hotels, more than half have
not opened and many of those that have may well
have to close early. “Mass tourism as we knew it
probably won’t end but will go through years of tur-
bulence,” Kopchev said, citing an estimate from a
German tour operator that visitor numbers at Sunny
Beach will likely only return to pre-virus 2019 levels in
2022. Last year, 9.3 million foreign tourists visited
Bulgaria and the government had hoped for an
increase this year.

Where are the Bulgarians? 
The crisis may be hitting the economy but some

say there may be some positives to take from it,
especially those who have long been advocating a
rethink of Bulgaria’s tourism model and the construc-
tion boom it has helped fuel. Rampant construction
all along the coast-even in protected nature
reserves-has put off many Bulgarians from holiday-

ing at home, despite the government’s efforts. They
have instead largely been heading to neighboring
Turkey and Greece.

Even the long queues at the Kulata border cross-
ing and the Greek requirement for a recent negative
coronavirus test have not deterred Bulgarians from
heading south. “It’s a pity but our whole Black Sea
coast is dotted with bigger or smaller villas, hotels
and all kinds of buildings, many still under construc-
tion, others abandoned,” environmental activist
Kremena Vateva, 38, told AFP. In theory, construc-
tion is banned within 100 meters (110 yards) of the
seashore outside urban areas but Vateva points to
various loopholes that need closing in the legislation.

New construction work on a small beach border-
ing Alepu marsh, a protected area south of Burgas,
prompted Vateva to organize a series of protests this
summer under the motto “Sea without concrete”. She
is an optimist when it comes to the prospects for
improving the country’s treasured coast. “It’s not too
late yet,” Vateva says. “The important thing is to...
repair the damage that’s already been done and
make so that no new outrageous things happen,”
she adds. Whether that can be made to fit with
Bulgaria’s ambition to revive its tourism sector
remains to be seen. — AFP

File photo shows the abandoned Costa Del
Croco complex, by the coast in the Black Sea

town of Tsarevo, southeastern Bulgaria.

File photo shows tourists walking near empty sunbeds
and umbrella in front of an hotel at the beach in Sunny
Beach, Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea resort. 

File photo shows an empty street with closed stores in
Sunny Beach, Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea resort.

Tourists staying next to an empty pool in Sunny Beach,
Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea resort.

Tourists walking near empty sunbeds and umbrellas at the beach, in Sunny Beach, Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea
resort. — AFP photos

The abandoned Costa Del Croco complex, by the coast in
the Black Sea town of Tsarevo, southeastern Bulgaria.

Tourists walking near empty
sunbeds and umbrellas in front of a
hotel at the beach in Sunny Beach,

Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea resort.

File photo shows a girl riding a bike in an empty street in
Sunny Beach, Bulgaria’s biggest Black Sea resort.


